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10898 Throwing vials Weapons MMH 98-10393 Khan
raider 2006-02-05

Remember those throwing vials of Diablo 2 game? I was
always thinking that Morrowind is lack of that stuff. If you
don't posses offensive spells or you are not a marksman,
than you don't have any range weapons. These vials will
help to fix that. Although they are based on marksman

skill, you don'...

10837 Stormbringer Weapons MMH 98-10315 khan
raider 2005-12-26

"Stormbringer comin', time to die!"    To all fans of Michael
Moorcock and his "Elric of Melnibone" saga. Hellblade
Stormbringer is in Morrowind, waiting for you to bring
that world to doom.    Now mod has a little quest, after
completing which you will acquire Stormbringer. &...

10424 Celtic set Weapons MMH 98-10212 khan
raider 2005-12-06 A simple mod, replaces original nordic claymore and

broadsword with celtic variation.

9372 Weapon
collection

Models and
Textures MMH 56-10190 khan

raider 2005-10-17

Ultimate collection of weapons. Now covers almost all
weapons that are in game, except for daedric, unique,

daggers, polearms and staffs. Added new weapons such as
steel bastard sword (from Crusader's set) and Orcish

Waraxe. And now glass weapons are glass indeed cause
they are TRAN...

8969
Oriental

Weapons Pack
v1.0

Models and
Textures MMH 56-14830 Khan

raider 2013-06-19

Collection of oriental weapons (dai-katanas, katanas &
wakashis) Includes steel, silver, ebony and daedric
variations. + Famous brand katanas - Goldbrand &

Eltonbrand. All models have a polycount no more than
~750.

1403 Imperial helms Armor MMH 4-10335 Khan
raider 2006-01-10

Adds new silver and duke's guard silver helms to the
game. These are based on real Roman helms of our realm.

Can be found in Caldera Hodlismod Armorer and
Ebonheart Fort Smith.

1058 Ebony Hoplite
Armor Armor MMH 4-10427 Khan

raider 2006-02-18

Adds three ebony Corinthian helms, breastplate and tower
shield to the game. Talk with Persius Mercius, ex-Fighter's

Guild master, to learn where two helms and breastplate
are. Listen Oleg Hammerhand's, a patron The End of the

World tavern in Dagon Fel, tale and find out what
happened to ship car...

844 Crusader's set Armor MMH 4-10306 Khan
raider 2005-12-21

Ever wanted to be a crusader? Wearing new steel helm
and shield, and bastard sword will help you to become a
real crusader. Also new model of Chrysamere claymore,

for those of us who don't like shields.


